1. **Registration:**
The registration desk will be open on Wednesday (July 24) at Kazimierzowski Palace (16:00-20:00) and on July 25 (8:00-17:00) and July 26-27 (9:00-15:00) at the Faculty of Physics

2. **Important places.**
   All the important places you can find at the enclosed maps. Buses and trams routes are shown as the blue and red lines, respectively.
   - Kazimierzowski Palace (Rector’s Building), 26/28 Krakowskie Przedmieście Street, main campus of the Warsaw University.
     The welcoming glass of wine on Wednesday (July 24) at 18:30 will take place here. The nearest bus stop is “Uniwersytet”.
     To get there from the Grand Hotel you can take one of the buses:
     - 175 from the bus stop “DH Smyk” at “Aleje Jerozolimskie” street.
     - 116, 122, 180, 195, 503 from the bus stop “Pl. Trzech Krzyży”.

To “DH Smyk” and “Pl. Trzech Krzyży” bus stops you can get on foot from the Grand Hotel. It will take you no more than 10 minutes.

To get there from the Sokrates Hotel you can take the subway (Metro) from the station "Służew" to the station "Centrum" (you should be going to the north). There you can take the bus number 175 from the bus stop "Centrum 05" near the Forum Hotel.

- Faculty of Physics, 69 Hoza Street.
  Main Conference events will take place here (July 25-27).
  The best way of getting here from the Grand Hotel is walking along Hoża street.
  To get there from the Sokrates Hotel you can take the tram number 19 or 33 from the stop at the Puławska Street. The tram stop nearest to the Hoża Street is “Koszykowa”.

- SARP – building, 12 Foksal Street.
  The Conference Dinner on Friday (July 26) at 19:00 will take place here. To get there you can take the same buses as while getting to the Kazimierzowski Palace and get off at the bus stop “Foksal”. From the Grand Hotel you can also get there on foot.

- Grand Hotel, 28 Krucza Street
- Sokrates Hotel, 9 Smyczkowa Street
- IF PAN Hotel, 32/46 Al. Lotników

3. Arrival at the airport.

Airport Okecie is situated about 10 km from the city centre. The best way of getting to the hotel is taking a taxi. Beware of taxi drivers offering trips to the city centre, as there are only three official airport taxi operators: Sawa, Merc Taxi and MPT. The journey to the city centre should cost no more than 30 zł (~8 US$).

To get to the Grand Hotel you can take the bus number 175; the bus stop is situated in front of the arrivals terminal. The bus stop nearest to the Grand Hotel is “DH Smyk”. After getting out of the bus you should go few steps back, turn left to the Krucza Street and walk about 5 minutes (3 blocks). The hotel is on the left side of the street.

To get to the Sokrates and IF PAN Hotels you can take the bus number 175 or 188. You have to get off at the bus stop “Sasanki” and take the bus number 189. Make sure you are travelling in the right direction: you should be going east from the bus stop "Sasanki 03". The bus stop nearest to the Sokrates Hotel is "Al. Lotnikow", and to the IF PAN Hotel is “Instytut Fizyki”.

4. Arrival at the railway station "Warszawa Centralna".

To get to the Grand Hotel you can take each tram from the stop “Dw. Centralny 07” in front of the Marriott Hotel (“Aleje Jerozolimskie” street) to the stop "DH Smyk". You should get off after two stops, turn right to the Krucza Street and walk about 5 minutes (3 blocks). The hotel is on the left side of the Krucza Street.

To get to the Sokrates Hotel you can take the tram number 19 or 33 from the tram stop “Dw. Centralny 09” at the Jana Pawła II Alee. The tram stop nearest to the Sokrates Hotel is “Al. Lotnikow”.

5. Public transport in Warsaw.

To use the means of public transport (buses, trams and subway – Metro) you have to buy and punch a ticket (immediately on entering the bus or tram). Tickets are available at all “kiosks” (small shops with newspapers). Tickets can also be bought from the driver, but than you have to pay a surcharge. There are a lot of types of tickets; the most important are:

- One trip ticket: 2,40 zł.
- One-day ticket – valid 24h from validation: 7,20 zł.
- One-week ticket – valid 7 days from validation: 24 zł.

One day and one week tickets enable you to use all the means of public transport.